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My Father had a
profound influence on me.
He was a lunatic.
-Spike Milligan

Stupid Smart
Phones
by Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

You all think they’re fucking
wonderful - playing Words
With Friends, checking in at Perkins, Wal-Mart, MTU, and even
funerals. Iphones, Ipads, Androids, slidey-keyboard-things.
Let me tell you something: I just
don’t get how to use these
fucking spaceships phones.
Thus I have compiled a list
ultimately proving why “Smart”
phones are fucking STUPID.
For starters you can’t even fit the
lot of them in your fucking pockets. Not your front pocket, not
your shirt pocket, not your back
pocket, not sixties-style-rolledup-in-your-shirt-sleeve or your
sock. They just absolutely don’t
fit anywhere. So then what?
“Oh hey guy, I’m just hanging out in the pool with my
smart phone…” I mean really, we can’t leave them in
our car, locker, or basically
anywhere because they’re so
fucking valuable, but we can’t
even fit them in our pockets.
see iDroidWindows on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and probably should not be taken seriously... like Peeps!

How to Act Like a Badass
by Olivia ‘Olivia’ Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Everyone in their life wants to be, at
least once, a badass. For some, it comes
easier. Almost naturally. For others...well,
not so much. From my whole 21 years of
experience of life,
I give you some
pro-tips of how
to become (or just
act) like a badass.

they get punched in the face and
stuff. Way too time consuming for
our little crash course here. The more
badass martial arts that allow you to
kill a man with
your bare hands
include muay
thai, krav maga,
ninjitsu, sambo
and silat. But you
Kick
down
might get killed
d o o r s : nothing
or seriously hurt
looks cooler than
during training.
constantly kicking
Quick fix: Tae
down doors in all
Bo DVDs. You’ll
those neat action
l o o k l i ke y o u
movies. Since you
actually know
go to Tech you
how to kick and
probably don’t
punch people,
have the physical
all while getting
He’ll give you a presidential race
you won’t believe.
prowess to literally
a dar n good
kick down a door. Your best option is
w o r ko u t . J u s t i n t i m e t o g e t
to simply kick doors open. Make sure
ready for swimsuit season.
it’s not a wussy kick, either. We don’t
want none of those silly broken ankles.
Always have a five o’clock shadow:
The key is to chamber when you kick,
It’s all about the facial hair. This is
and make sure to not lose your balance!
one place that many females fall
behind in the badassness. Because,
Become a martial arts master: All those
clearly, if they can grow a rugged
movie badasses are masters in at least 8
start to a beard, no one is going to
different types of martial arts. But who
fuck with them anyhow. But for all
has time to do all that real training? And
those with babyfaces that want to
see Right in the Kisser! on back

Yeah, Spring!
The sun is shining, the weather is warmer,
and the clothes are smaller!

Pic o’ the Day
Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

“Come on Franz, quit messing around.”
“Freidrich, just help him. Honestly Franz, this is why we
never take you to wars.”

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
to Campus Too!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Samurai Sudoku!
Good luck, masochists!
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Mother. Fucking. Autocorrect: Are
you kidding me? When I want to spell
“gangster” it always says “Hamster”. I’ve
totally been spending most of my life in
a hamster’s paradise. Or worse, when
someone else sends you a message
and it comes in as a fucked up autocorrect on your phone. “The thought of
losing you is devastating….” Oh that’s
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what you meant to say? I wasn’t a
happy camper when I read “The thought
of plowing you was devastating…”
So lastly, you want to try to open your
God-forsaken MTU email on your dumbphone. Not only is zimbra down and it’s
not ever going to work again, you have to
learn how to synch all your fucking emails,
and contacts and login information on to
your gmail email app. And not only does
it suck, but until I figure it out you can bet
your bottom dollar that I’m plowing all
my classes until I do.

Comp. Editor’s note: I, for one, welcome our new Google overlords.
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bull@mtu.edu

Man, this thing drops calls
like a motherfucker!

Seriously, I don’t know why anyone would subject themselves to this.
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look rugged and more badassish, make-up is your best friend.
Just don’t tell anyone, and make
sure to get the sweat-proof stuff
so it won’t run down your neck
during your badass adventures.

If you don’t own a pair of black kickass boots, simply spray paint an old
pair of winter boots and hope no
one pays too much attention. And
ladies, make sure the heel on your
boots can double as a weapon,
and that it’s physically impossible
Huge. Fucking. Boots: Here, style to actually function wearing said
varies between men and women, boots. Because that just makes sense.
but one constant remains. They
must be black. No matter what. Scars: If you don’t have them, get
And never get dirty or uncomfort- them from doing stupid things and
able. Guys need to wear ridiculous then make up way cooler stories than
combat boots, and women need what actually happened. “Yeah, see
to run around in black hooker heels. these three scars on my shin? Totally

got in a fight with a bear, and won.
No, it’s not from slipping in the
shower while shaving and losing
control of the razor. Shut up.”
With these few tips, you will be
well on your way to looking like
a badass. Remember that confidence is key. If anyone says you
aren’t a badass, just punch them
(however pathetically that might
be) and run away in your awesome spray paint boots, saying
you have to go save the world.
Works every time.

